ROCOMAMAS BOTSWANA COMEBACK TOUR PROMOTION
(TERMS AND CONDITIONS)

1.

This promotion (“the Promotion”) is conducted by RocoMamas Botswana (“RocoMamas”),
referred to herein as “the Promoters”) and may only be entered into by customers of
RocoMamas restaurants who are resident in Botswana.

2.

No persons related to the Promoters (including but not limited to their Subsidiaries and /
or Franchisees) by way of being:
2.1. directors, members, partners, employees, franchisees, agents of, or consultants to;
2.2. any marketing service provider(s), any supplier(s) of goods or services, any other
person who directly or indirectly controls, or is controlled by them; or

2.3. any spouse, life partner, parent, child, brother, sister, business partner or associate
of any of such persons;
may partake in this Promotion.
3.

A

copy

of

these

Promotion

rules (“the Rules”) is available on
www.facebook.com/rocomamasbotswana. These Rules may be amended by reasonable
notification via the RocoMamas page at any time during the Promotion, and will be applied
and interpreted by the Promoters and their decisions regarding any disputes relating to
such meaning and / or content will be final and binding.

4.

Participation by the entrants in the Promotion constitutes an agreement to abide by these
Rules.

5.

Entries for The Promotion will run from 08h00am on 9 October 2020 and will end at 24h00
on 20 December 2020.

6.

The Promotion is limited to entrants residing in Botswana.

7.

To take part, entrants must purchase the weekly Limited Edition Burger on offer and
capture their entry via the QR code on the product package each week. A new burger will
be available each week, for the period totaling 10 weeks.

8.

Each Burger will be promoted for 7 days and can be purchased in the week it is on offer,
and the following weeks until the end of the promotion.

9.

At the conclusion of the promotion, entrants who purchased all 10 burgers and submitted
all weekly entries, will automatically be entered into the random draw to win one HarleyDavidson Street Rod 750 motor cycle. The specifications, including (but not limited to)
finishes, colour and engine specifications, of the motor cycle are determined by the
promoter, supplier and availability.

10.

To the maximum extent permitted in law, the owners of any RocoMamas restaurant,
RocoMamas Advertising Botswana, or any holding or subsidiary companies, or any of their
respective directors, officers, managers, employees, agents, franchisees, or anyone
associated with any of them, shall not incur any liability to any person for any injury, loss,
claim or damage of any nature whatsoever whether direct, indirect, consequential or
otherwise, as a result of (or in any way connected to) any person entering into, or arising
from any cause whatsoever or howsoever arising from any person’s participation in any
way, in this Competition or as a result of (or in any way connected to) any prizes won there
under (any such prizes being utilized and accepted at the sole and own risk of any winner
thereof).

11.

In the event of a dispute in respect of any aspect of the Promotion, the Promoters’ decision
is final and binding and no correspondence will be entered into.

12.

By entering the Promotion, entrants agree to receive further communication and direct
marketing material from the Promoters, and their holding and subsidiary companies,
provided that the entrants may opt-out of receiving commercial communications at any
time via the appropriate opt-out mechanisms provided by the Promoters for such purpose.

13.

Any provision of these Rules or the Promotion which is held to be invalid or unenforceable
shall be ineffective to the extent of such invalidity or unenforceability without invalidating
or rendering unenforceable the remaining provisions thereof.

